High-accuracy prediction of carcinogenicity by global quantitative analysis of post-translational modifications in a 28-day in vivo rat study.
A global quantitative analysis of post-translational modifications (PTMs) of distinct proteins was executed at the proteomic level using two-dimensional fluorescence differential gel electrophoresis. We evaluated the effects of 66 chemical compounds, including 15 genotoxic carcinogens, 28 non-genotoxic carcinogens, and 23 non-carcinogens, in the male F344 rat liver in a 28-day repeated dose study. In the master gel of rat liver protein, we identified 728 spots by hybrid quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometry. They collapsed into 356 distinct proteins. Of these, 126 were represented by two or more spots in the 2-D gel. We calculated the logarithmic ratio of volume changes of all 1028 combinations generated from 126 proteins and investigated the relevance to carcinogenicity. This quantitative proteomic study revealed the existence of several PTMs characteristic of carcinogens that may play an important role in early stage of carcinogenicity. Prediction of carcinogenicity from PTM data gave a higher concordance (92.4%) than prediction from protein expression data (74.2%). This novel approach holds great promise as a way of revealing the roles of charge modifications and molecular weight variations of proteins in biological processes.